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ABILITY (1) To see things as they are NOW {M}. 

ACT NATURAL (1) To be your True Self within a duality of 

minds that need be united in order for the Spirit to evolve 

{M}. 

ACTION (1) Receptivity in action {M}. 

ADEPTS (1) Those who follow directions and understand 

and perform well {M}. 

AGAPÉ (1) The energy of Love {W}. (2) Spiritual Love {M}. 

AMBASSADOR (1) One who represents {M}. 

ANGER (1) A form of fear {M}. 

APOSTLE (1) One who is sent {M}. 

ART (1) A means of expression {M}. 

BAAL (1) Evil {W}. 

BARRIERS (1) That which we place between us and our goals 

{M}. 

BEING (1) One enlightened and living that enlightenment 

{M}. 

BLIND FAITH (1) Faith without action {M}. 
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BONDAGE (1) Slavery to a person, place, thing, or idea {M}. 

BOOK OF LIFE (1) That which you create with your life daily 

{M}. 

BOOK OF THE TWO WAYS (1) Both of light/dark, good/bad, 

life/death {M}. 

CARING (1) Showing an interest in {M}. 

CASUISTRY (1) Cases of conscience {M}. 

CHANGE (1) Reprogram your computer, follow new {M, 

Lesson 4}. 

CHAOS (1) My chaos = confusion, disorder, self {M}. (2) The 

Chaos = the natural, LIFE {M}. 

CHARITY (1) Doing all for your True Self {M}. 

CHREIAS (1) Preserved message or sayings of Jesus {W}. (2) 

The words of Jesus as a proverb {W}. 

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST (1) One who follows Life, Light, 

Spirit, not man {M}. 

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALISM (1) A movement of human 

multitudes in a struggle searching for the Truth and Love 

inherent in it. Movement of change, of peace and in search 

of answers to the problems that beset this earth of ours and 
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its inhabitants. Family, Friendship and Fellowship of equals 

dedicated to LIFE and LIGHT and servants of the Happening 

of the All in All. Inclusive movement dedicated to Sharing 

and Caring with one and all in an unselfish manner, all that 

we possess physically and spiritually {M}. 

COGITATION (1) Exchanging what I think I know, for what 

the Message is telling me is the Truth; this involves 

Formative Causation, Creative Thought and Creative 

Imagination {M}. 

COME (1) Move into the highest realms of Spirit 

understanding {M}. 

COMMONALITY OF BEING (1) Knowing that I am of the 

same essence of the One Essence {M}. (2) Oneness of mind 

{M}. 

COMPOUNDING OF SPIRITS (1) Lower and higher minds 

having first united, now can compound with Spirit {M}. 

CONSCIENCE (1) True Self {M}. 

CONSCIOUSNESS (1) Conscious Awareness, Creative 

Thought & Creative Imagination capabilities {M}. (2) 

Perpetual activity of lower mind expressing itself at all 

levels of its consciousness which it freely and unhinderedly 
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chooses wherever the wholeness of its whole is united and 

operating as ONE, soma, psyche, pneuma {M}. (3) ...Law of: 

Discovery; the three-fold faculty of the mind {M, CPM 26}. 

CONTEMPLATION (1) Thinking deeply on that which has 

been cogitated {M}. (2) Practicing the presence of God {M, I 

Paul 18}. (3) Being spiritual minded, not physical minded 

{M}. 

CONTROL (1) The ability to see what is happening and 

control your thoughts not let your emotions control you 

{M}. 

CORRECT STUDY (1) Nothing less but meditation {M, CPM 

24}. 

COURAGE (1) Action {M}. (2) Strength you gain and use as a 

result of faith {M}. 

CREATIVE IMAGINATION (1) Certainty in Revelations {M}. 

(2) Dynamic conscious awareness {M, I Paul 18}. 

CREATIVE THOUGHT (1) The ability to see things as they 

really are {M}. (2) The power to visualize the Truth (know 

your mind) {M}. (2) Dynamic concentration {M, I Paul 18}. 

DEAD IN SPIRIT (1) No faith in God or his Kingdom {M}. 

DEBT (1) Owing someone or being enslaved to someone 
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{M}. 

DEI (1) God {W}. Imago-Dei = Image of God {M}. Semen-

Dei = Seed of God {M}. Pati Divina = Divine Father {M}. 

DEPRESSION (1) Anger turned inward {M}. 

DISCIPLE (1) One who follows {M}. 

DISPUTATION (1) Academic debate; Discursive thinking. 

{D}. 

DISTORTION (1) A misconception of what I AM {M}. 

DREAM (1) Mind enjoying its freedom {M}. (2) Perception 

without use of ordinary senses {M}. 

DREAMING (1) An altered state of consciousness within an 

altered state {M}. 

EARTHBOUND (1) The deceased who exited the natural life 

in a carnal state of distorted mind {M}. 

EAST 303 (1) Life Man {M}. (2) Etheric Man {M}. 

ECSOMATIC (1) Ecto = outside of; Soma = body → out-of-

body {M}. 

EDUCARE (1) To draw out {D}. 

ENLIGHTENMENT (1) Ability to see all things as they are 
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NOW {M, I Paul 33}. 

EROS (1) Emotional love {D}. 

EXEGESIS (1) Interpretation of a word or literary passage, 

etc., especially of the bible {D}. 

FAITH (1) Conviction of things not seen but known {M}. (2) 

Belief plus experience equals faith {M}. (3) The assurance of 

things hoped for {M}. (4) Dreaming God’s dream {M}. (5) 

Uniting Volition with the Mind of Christ {M}. (6) Perception 

of the Truth and the Ideal of that which comes in involution 

and will come via evolution. A true sense of that which is 

superior to knowledge, i.e., intuition of Truth. Acceptance of 

the system of nature with all its invariable sequences, its 

suffering, its evil, as inevitable manifestations. A knowing 

that all things are progressing towards perfection in the 

process of the Universal Plan in regards to its end - the ALL 

in ALL of God {M}. (7) Our higher self-asserting itself {M}. 

(8) Receptivity, alert receptivity, aggressive receptivity {M, 

Book 3}. (9) The highest gift {M, Book 3}. (10) Love, Truth, 

Soul {M, I Paul 18}. 

FEAR (1) The imagined usurping of functions not your own 

(the basis of) {M, CPM 1}. 

FORMATIVE CAUSATION (1) Faith eliminates all negatives, 
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high imagination creates all positives. That is the Law of 

Formative Causation in Action {M, CPM 24}. 

FORMULA FOR LEARNING (1) Motivation plus repetition 

equals retention {M}. 

FREEDOM (1) The Freedom of the Free Will at its highest 

level {M, CPM 25}. 

FULL MEASURE OF FAITH (1) Obedience to the Mind of 

Christ {M}. (2) Uniting the lower and higher minds {M}. (3) 

To be spiritually minded {M}. 

FULLY HUMAN AND FULLY SPIRITUAL (1) Uniting the 

opposites. (2) Let the heart (soma) Love, let the Mind 

(psyche) think, and let them, united together, obey the 

Conscience (pneuma) - come what may! {M}. 

GENIUS (1) Are made by their mystical flashes of insight 

into the Great Mysteries of the Universe and their 

“discoveries” are such that they always enhance the life and 

well-being of All Life here on this 4th earth and readies its 

human life for the life to come in the New Worlds {M, I Paul 

33}. 

GOD (1) Love {M}. (2) Truth {M}. (3) Uncreated Creator {M}. 

(4) True Name is LIFE {M}. (5) Supreme Spirit {M}. (6) LIFE 
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{M}. 

GOD’S WILL (1) Man’s Well-Being {M}. (2) Power of Love 

{M}. 

GOOD (1) Spiritual Faith, Hope, and Love {M}. 

GOOD DEEDS (1) The result of good works {M}. 

GOOD WORKS (1) The pursuit of naturalness {M}. 

HATE (1) Love turned against itself {M}. 

HEAVEN (1) A prepared place for prepared people {M}. 

HOPE (1) The blueprint of Faith {M}. (2) Trust and reliance 

{M}. 

HOUSE (1) Where you live or dwell {M}. 

HUMAN-SPIRIT INTERCHANGE (1) Mistaken as OBE 

experience at threshold of same. Here one receives answers 

to looking and seeking, from here to High Trance State - go 

out. Transcendence possible {M}. 

HUMILITY (1) Awareness. Be what you are...consists less in 

thinking little of yourself than in thinking of yourself little 

{M, Discernment}. 

ILLUMINATION (1) Ability to see things as they were, and 
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will be in the NOW, instantly and without end {M}. 

INAPPROPRIATE THOUGHTS (1) Intolerance, superiority, 

dishonesty, modesty, irresponsible, inferiority, self-doubt 

{M}. 

INEFFACEABLE (1) Cannot be obliterated {D}. 

INSIGHT (1) Seeing things as they really are {M, CPM 24}. 

(2) Think, concentrate, imagine, seek truth is the root of all 

insight {M}. 

INTUITION (1) Direct knowing or learning of something 

without conscious reasoning {M}. 

ISRAEL (1) W-303 {M}. 

JUSTICE OF LIFE (1) You become a victim of your own 

punishment {M}. 

KINGDOM OF GOD (1) The spiritual dimension of the 

Supreme Spirit {M}. (2) Wherever I am {M}. 

KYIOS (1) House, not Church. (Greek.) {D}. 

LEARNING (1) Learn means to practice {M, Lesson 2}. 

LINGUA FRANCA (1) Hybrid language of Italian, Spanish, 

French, Greek, Arabic and Turkish elements spoken in 

certain Mediterranean ports {D}. (2) Any hybrid language 
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used for communication between different peoples, as 

pigeon English {D}. 

MAN’S WELL-BEING (1) The Will of God {M}. 

MEDITATION (1) Maintaining the cogitative and 

contemplative processes {M}. (2) Intuition, instincts, 

meditative, cogitative process, receives and understands 

and also gives away that understood {M}. 

NORTH 303 (1) Light Man {M}. (2) Astral Man {M}. 

NOW (1) The unobstructed dimension of existence {M}. 

OBJECTIVE OF “THE ORDER” (1) To be Righteous, and show 

and help all others to be Righteous, also {M}. 

OBJECTIVITY (1) Allegoric or esoteric description {D}. 

OMNIPOTENT (1) All powerful {D}. 

OMNIPRESENT (1) All present {D}. 

OMNISCIENT (1) All knowing {D}. 

ONE-POINTEDNESS (1) One mindedness in the Truth {M}. 

OPEN-MINDEDNESS (1) Constant vigilance to a non-

reactive mind {M}. 

ORDER (1) Justice in action {M}. 
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PANACEA (1) A supposed remedy for all ills {D}. 

PARALLEL AWARENESS (1) Can occur in several forms; 

feeling of being outside yourself; watching yourself in 

action {M}. 

PEDANT (1) A stickler for trivial detail; exact adherence to 

arbitrary rules {D}. 

PLENARY (1) Full, complete {D}. 

PRETERNATURAL (1) Beyond natural, super natural {D}. 

PROCRUSTEAN (1) An ardent adherent to the Natural {M}. 

PUNDIT (1) A learned person {D}. 

QUALITIES (THREE LIMITLESS) OF THE MIND (1) Creative 

Thought, Creative Imagination, and Memory {M}. 

REASONABLE SERVICE (OUR) (1) Righteous (Pillar of W-

303) {M}. 

RECEIVING (1) Learning the “language” of the Spirit {M}. 

REPROBATE (1) Theologically: Rejected by God {D}. (2) 

Noun: A depraved or unprincipled person {D}. 

RIGHT ACTION (1) Order {M}. 

RIGHTEOUSNESS (1) Right Thinking, Right Action, and 
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Right Doing on all subjects {M}. (2) Pillar of W-303 {M}. 

SIN (1) Failure to Love {M}. (2) [Lumerian Word] Ignorance 

{M}. 

SOUL (1) [lower case “s”] Human life {M}. 

SOUL (1) [upper case “S”] Divine, uncreated eternal 

eternity; i.e., God, LIFE, the Supreme Spirit, the 3 omnis 

{M}. 

SOUTH 303 (1) Cosmos Man {M}. (2) Planetary Man {M}. 

SPIRIT (1) [lower case “s”] Immortal created life {M}. 

SPIRIT (1) [upper case “S”] The Supreme Spirit, God, LIFE; 

the uncreated then, and all its attributes of Being; i.e., Soul, 

Love, Truth, the 3 omnis {M}. 

SPIRITUAL FREEDOM (1) Obedience to the Mind of Christ 

{M}. 

STRENGTH (1) Thought {M}. 

SUBJECTIVITY (1) My experience can’t be shared, you must 

come into your own {M}. 

SUBLIMEST (1) Highest spiritual level {M}. 

SUPEREROGATION (1) Above and beyond that which is 
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called for {D}. 

SWORD (2-Edged) (1) Sword of God and Sword of Spirit = 

The Word and Will of God {M}. 

TRUTH (1) The eternal Eternity {M}. (2) LIFE {M}. (3) It is 

imbedded in Caring and Sharing {M}. 

TASKS (1) The way home; completing them is important 

{M}. 

VICARIOUS (1) Replaced one for another {D}. 

VULNERARY (1) Wound inflicting or productive of a wound 

{D}. (2) Used or useful in healing wounds as vulnerary 

plants or healings {D}. [VULNING, VULNERABLE.] 

VULGATE (1) Catholic bible {D}. 

WEST 303 (1) Vessel Man {M}. (2) Physical Man {M}. (3) 

Pillar of Righteousness {M}. 

WILL OF GOD (1) Man’s Well-Being {M}. 


